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Abstract

With the availability of light field cameras like Lytro Il-
lum, there is renewed interest in the field of light fields.
One major hurdle in wide-spread adoption of this technol-
ogy is the inherent trade-off in spatial and angular resolu-
tion of this camera which makes it either bulky or results
in low resolution images in comparison with conventional
cameras. Machine learning based data driven approaches
have seen significant success in the area of image process-
ing recently. Hence data driven techniques to super-resolve
light field have been considered as a way to mitigate the
trade-off between spatial and angular resolution. Current
approaches either super-resolve the light field in the spa-
tial or the angular domain. The goal of this paper is to
discuss this trade-off while considering different machine
learning techniques. Recent research in spatial and angu-
lar super-resolution methods is discussed in detail. A differ-
ent implementation of angular super-resolution is also con-
sidered. It is seen that super-resolution only in the spatial
domain has some challenges when reconstructing the light
field. Hence angular information must be incorporated in
the super-resolution strategy.

1. Introduction
Light field imaging involves representing the scene in a

much richer format than conventional 2D imaging. A scene
captured from a light field camera has not only the spatial
information but also the depth information of the scene [1].
Computer vision applications like depth estimation, object
classification, object recognition, etc. can largely benefit
from light field images. There are a variety of cameras that
capture light fields, ranging from the bulky arrays of con-
ventional 2D cameras [2] to micro-lens array based cameras
such as the Lytro Illum. But every light field camera inher-
ently faces a trade-off between spatial and angular resolu-
tion where each camera lies at a different point on the trade-
off curve. This is a major hurdle in wide-spread adoption of
this technology resulting in either bulky cameras or low res-

olution images in comparison with conventional cameras.

Machine learning based data driven approaches have
seen significant success in the area of image processing re-
cently. Many different techniques have been proposed and
used. Methods using deep CNNs have been developed in
the last few years. One of the first methods is a three-
layer CNN called Super-Resolution Convolutional Neural
Network (SRCNN) [3] where C. Dong et al. demonstrate
that the mapping from low resolution image to high resolu-
tion image can be cast as a CNN and also provide a model
which is widely used as a reference even in light field super-
resolution research. This network is therefore used in our
comparisons.

One approach to light filed super-resolution is to use
multiple shots with a programmable aperture that captures
light field at the spatial resolution of the sensor in a com-
pressed form. A good trade-off between spatial, angular and
temporal resolution is proposed by Marwah et al. [4]. How-
ever, this approach requires modifications to the light field
capturing device. Another way to mitigate the trade-off be-
tween spatial and angular resolution is by using data driven
techniques to super-resolve light fields in the post process-
ing step. Current approaches either super-resolve the light
field in the spatial or the angular domain. The goal of this
paper is to discuss this trade-off while considering different
machine learning techniques. Recent research in spatial and
angular super-resolution methods is discussed in detail. A
different implementation of angular super-resolution is also
considered. It is seen that super-resolution only in the spa-
tial domain has some challenges when reconstructing the
light field. Hence angular information must be incorporated
in the super-resolution strategy.

In the following section, spatial super-resolution is dis-
cussed in detail. The effect of independent super-resolution
on angular information is considered using the depth maps.
Then angular super-resolution is discussed in the subse-
quent section. A different approach to angular super-
resolution is also considered. The section on results and
conclusions summarizes the key findings of the paper.



Figure 1. 7x7 sub-aperture image and depth map

Figure 2. 7x7 sub-aperture image and depth map

2. Spatial Super-resolution
Spatial super-resolution considers super-resolving light

field in the spatial domain. Traditional approaches as-
sume a Lambertian surface and use estimated depth map to
super-resolve the light field [5]. A Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) is proposed instead in [6] to address spatial and an-
gular super-resolution of light fields. These methods per-
form poorly on non-Lambertian surfaces, hence data driven
approaches are considered.

2.1. Related Work

Yoon et al. [7] use a SRCNN to spatially super-resolve
the light fields before feeding it to a angular super-resolving
network. [8] looks at the entire stack of the sub-aperture im-

ages and super-resolves it. But this approach needs further
processing and is able to achieve only 0.23 dB improve-
ment.

2.2. Analysis

In this paper, therefore SRCNN is used to super-resolve
the light field in the spatial domain. First the light field is
down-sampled to obtain a low resolution light field. This
light field is then up-sampled to the desired factor using
bicubic interpolation. The up-sampled image is fed to the
SRCNN to obtain the super-resolved light field. Depth
maps are constructed for both bicubic interpolated and SR-
CNN super-resolved light field. Up-sampling factors of 2,3
and 4 are considered and the results are as shown in figure



Figure 3. 7x7 sub-aperture image and depth map

Figure 4. 7x7 sub-aperture image and depth map

2. The angular information is distorted as up-sampling fac-
tor increases by following such an approach, as can be seen
from the depth maps.

3. Angular Super-resolution
Super-resolution in angular domain seems to be a bet-

ter approach to super-resolving light fields. Angular super-
resolution considers super-resolving light fields in the an-
gular domain. There are different ways of capturing the an-
gular information in a light field. In a Lytro camera, each
micro-lens captures one particular pixel from different an-
gular views. This determines the angular resolution of the
light field image. In order to enhance this resolution further
without increasing the camera size, angular super-resolution

can be achieved through data-driven approaches.

3.1. Related Work

[9] uses a CNN to learn the depth disparity map and an-
other CNN to learn the color estimation. But the algorithm
assumes Lambertian regions and hence fails when super-
resolving reflective surfaces. [7] uses 3 CNNs to find one
view in between two horizontal views, one between two ver-
tical views and one centre view using all four sub-aperture
images. Angular up-sampling by a factor greater than two
is not possible using their method. They also use spatial
super-resolution as described above, to super-resolve each
sub-aperture image before feeding to the angular super-
resolution CNN which might adversely affect the angular



Figure 5. 7x7 sub-aperture image and depth map

Figure 6. 7x7 sub-aperture image and depth map

information in the light field.

3.2. Analysis

In this paper, the problem of angular super-resolution us-
ing only the angular views is considered. The 2D angular
image of all pixels is extracted from the light field. Super-
resolved angular views are obtained using a similar network
as SRCNN. The figure in 7 shows the implementation steps.
Up-sampling factors of 2, 3 and 4 have been tested to ob-
tain PSNR improvements from 1-3 dB in comparison with
a simple bipolar interpolation. 8 shows a patch and com-
pares this implementation with previous approaches at an
up-sampling factor of 4. Yoon et al. [7] perform a spa-
tial super-resolution with a factor 2, followed by angular

super-resolution by a factor of 2. Hence for comparison, a
similar spatial super-resolution followed by angular super-
resolution is performed. The results are compared in 9 with
a 5x5 real world image super-resolved to 10x10 angular
views while also super-resolving the spatial dimension by
a factor of 2.

4. Conclusions
The trade-off between spatial and angular resolution in

light field cameras is discussed. Using data driven tech-
niques to super-resolve light field in the post processing step
thus reducing the cost and/ or size of the camera hardware
is considered. Current approaches either super-resolve the
light field in spatial or angular domain. This paper discusses



Figure 7. Block diagram of the angular super resolution implementation

Figure 8. Zoomed in views with angular up-sampling factor 4

this trade-off while considering different machine learning
techniques. A different implementation of angular super-
resolution is also considered. It is seen that super-resolution
only in the spatial domain has some challenges when recon-
structing the light field. Hence angular information must be
incorporated in the super-resolution strategy.
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Figure 9. Zoomed in views with spatial and angular up-sampling factors of 2,2
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